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VideowindoW transforms windows into transparent

media platforms

Using dynamic glare control to create experience and comfort, reduce CO2 and unlock media value,
VideowindoW wins the CES ‘BEST OF INNOVATION’ Award in the category 'Smart Cities’.

DELFT, The Netherlands, December 1, 2021 – VideowindoW is a new solution for glare control in

glass façades, by transforming them into transparent, versatile media platforms. Content that

doubles as glare control, creates immersive experience and media value, while meeting sustainability

goals.

New media platform
By transforming windows into a transparent video screen, VideowindoW creates a whole new

market segment, combining entertainment with sustainability and profitability. VideowindoW is

offered as a service, in which the showing of commercial content offsets the leasing costs – glare

control that pays for itself. Other content, such as art, information, games, education and generative

video, contributes to a well-balanced media mix, unlocking further intrinsic value. The technology is

patented, modular and easy to implement.

How VideowindoW works
VideowindoW consists of hardware, software and video content. Our transparent, monochrome

liquid crystal display modules use daylight as backlight, transforming windows into an extremely

energy-efficient transparent screen. Based on light sensor input, video content is used to adjust

transparency and thus provides glare control. Even automatically generated video content can be

used. VideowindoW is an integral part of smart building systems and contributes to the development

of smart cities in a fun and profitable way.

See how VideowindoW works here.
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Remco Veenbrink, CEO of VideowindoW: “Transforming windows into transparent media platforms

adds aesthetic, functional and commercial value. Feedback from airports shows passengers are at

ease, better informed and entertained, improving overall customer satisfaction. It’s a great

acknowledgement to receive the ‘Best of Innovation’ Award from CES.”

Already in use in airports in Europe, VideowindoW is preparing to launch in the US in 2022.

Visit us at CES/Eureka Park, Netherlands Pavilion, Booth #61928 (contact Remco Veenbrink for a

booth appointment). More information available on https://www.videowindow.eu, access our Press

Kit here.

About VideowindoW
VideowindoW is an award-winning technology startup, creating a new market segment by

transforming glass façades into versatile and transparent media platforms. Immersive entertainment

is combined with glare control and climate control. VideowindoW is already installed in airports

where commercial content instantly yields a return on investment. ‘Shading as a Service’ that pays for

itself. VideowindoW helps customers to achieve sustainability goals in a fun and profitable way.

VideowindoW is headquartered at ‘YES!Delft’, the Tech Incubator at Delft University, The

Netherlands. Among its launching customers are Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and Rotterdam The

Hague Airport. Multiple patents are granted or pending. Follow us on LinkedIn or for more

information visit our website.
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